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I get caught up playing KMIA for HOURS, I have downloaded other airports and colors, real traffic...and I barely get to them.
In fact, some DLC I still haven't played yet, i just get lost in time...and hours of it playing and getting so into what airplane
needs my assistance next.

One thing I can say about this product, as well as the Tower!3D, and Tower3D!PRO, is the DEVs are quick to answer any
questions you may have on the forums here, so they are in touch and get back quickly. That is always a plus!

I'm happy I bought this product.. Awesome graphics yet gameplay is too shallow. Hope it will get fixed in the future updates..
Medieval strategy game. Like total war. Played campaimg for a 20 minutes and found that the game aint very good, and actually
is pretty booring. Tryed once multiplayer with my friends and got black screen and server dropped us both. 3/10. This game is
worth trying if you are a fan of rythm games, like myself. However, the community of this game is very small, which is seen by
the number of the songs available in the workshop. Also, the last updates of the game were in the September of 2018 and I
really hope this game will be developed further because I think the concept is very good imo. In the end, I wish that the
community will grow bigger since at the moment it seems to slowly die which is seen in the amount of new songs made.. The
best game ever.
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This game has no business being as fun as it is, but here we are. If you're a fan of the "clicker" genre, then this is a definite buy,
especially at $0.99, regularly going on sale for less. Somehow I played this for an hour straight, and loved it.

So, this is, in essence, a clicker game mixed with a little bit of "thrash your mouse around hope you grab as many coins as
possible" game. The big draw of Toadled, is the story. Few clickers have a story, let along an accompanying comic book to
unlock as you progress through the 10 stages. It's a quick game, less than an hour to beat the first time around, maybe 2 or 3 to
unlock all the achievements. I only played long enough to flesh out the whole origin story comic. Along the way, you'll be
collecting coins which can be used as continues if you “die” or upgrades for Toad (ex: Health, Slow-Mo, Fast Growth, Fewer
Bombs, etc).

The art style is downright crisp and adorable. You'll feel compelled to fight through each stage just to see what our little toad
grows up into next. The design is fantastic, and does have sort of a Katamari Damacy feel, as other reviewers have pointed out.
In Damacy, you're picking up everything to get as big as possible, whereas in Toadled, you are eating everything in sight. The
fact it has a beginning and an end is significant. A lot clickers are designed to go on infinitely, leading to heavy burn out.

There's a lot of little touches to the game that set it above the average clicker; the comic, the relatively simple upgrade system,
the stat trackers (what you've eaten, how many of said things you've eaten, how many of those things have hurt you, etc), a
Bestiary of sorts which keeps track of all the creatures you face, as well as the various stages of Toad, all add value to this game.
There's also a Survival mode, where you try to progress through all 10 stages of the game in one fell swoop, and a stage select
where you can go on wreaking havoc on a particular level for as long as you desire.

Some have described the music as bland, but I loved how it essentially built upon itself stage after stage, until you're the final
developments devouring <something, I won't give it away> to a score that sounds as if Hans Zimmer released a solo project on
Soundcloud. I felt it fit the game perfectly.

It's odd that I'm gushing so much about this game, but, sometimes one finds oneself inexplicably tickled. It's a short game, but it
does its specific sub-genre very well.

7/10

Liked this review? Follow my curator page by clicking the following link:

https://steamcommunity.com/groups/diggingdeep#curation. After many tedious hours spent attempting to build a working
vessel, I concede defeat to From the Depths. Mastering the basics (or just barely grasping them) can turn into a quest of
monumental proportions. Unless of course you're an engineering god\/demi-god.

in the end though, I had a blast with the battling part of the game as it's immense fun watching vehicles duke it out using an
array of weapon types. the units designed and featured in the campaign (praise be their creator's engineering prowess) had me
really impressed, anyone who can make such a creation is a boss.

TLDR: Not my cup of tea, however I see the appeal to those who want to build and battle.. Fun, to play for some time, but later
you might get bored. It has some achievements, so some people might find this a much fun to play. And it's pretty hard too..
One of the almighty German style board games to conquer the world. All we need are more pieces per game, no excuses to end!.
Annoying music and there is no option to stop it,got bored in like 10 minutes and deleted it
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